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Although most users understand that Time Machine backs up data, most do not know how to actually recover files, including e-mail messages. Here's how. The hard drives are crashing. Laptops were stolen. Users accidentally delete and corrupt important files. Time Machine, fortunately, provides an elegant way to constantly recover from such disasters.
Key preparationTime Machine is the only real Achilles' heel backup application that must be configured and run before a disaster occurs. After a disk collapses, a user accidentally deletes a critical file, or after following computer theft, this is not the time to connect to the Time Machine application; The Time Machine must be installed and running on a system
before the problem occurs. Time Machine backups and geo-allocationTime Machine backups should not be stored with that computer, server, or laptop. Obviously, if a theft occurs, the driver can be stolen with the computer collecting Time Machine backups. Likewise, if a fire destroys an office, hell will reasonably destroy the Time Machine backup drive and
backup of the Mac (a possible exception if the Time Machine backup drive is a hardened device, such as the ioSafe Solo Pro). By rotating Time Machine backups, a user may have reasonable confidence that a backup is available on another site that can be used to recover critical business data when an error, theft, or disaster occurs. Simple backups Like
many other complex actions that Apple has earned the reputation of simplification, Time Machine makes it easy to create comprehensive Mac backups. Connect a drive, configure Time Machine to start backing up the Mac, and make sure that the disk is regularly connected to the Mac to have Time Machine update the backup. Simple recovery Recovery, like
the backup process, is also very simple. Connect the Time Machine backup, and then click Enter Time Machine. I encrypt my Time Machine backups, so the only step I encounter is the need to enter the password for the third-party encryption tool first. Then, the Time Machine window appears. Users can go to a specific backup with the file they want to
recover if a particular file is corrupted, deleted, or edited incorrectly. Essentially, the finder window appears with a calendar list of backup dates added to the right edge of the Mac screen. Users select the date of the last backup that contains the correct version of the file they want to recover, use the Finder menu to go to the location of the file, and then click
the Restore button that appears at the bottom right of the Time Machine window. Full system restoreTime Machine provides full recovery of a system. For example, a user can boot a new Mac connected to the Old Mac's Time Machine backup, and then press [command] and [R] at the same time and Choose Restore from Time Machine Backup. In addition to
adding user settings, files, and email back-up, time machine backup recover applications assuming that the time machine was previously set up to back up the entire machine. Recover e-mail If a single e-mail message needs to be recovered from backup, Time Machine also allows users to recover a single e-mail message from the previous backup, as
opposed to some backup utensks that require recovering the entire e-mail database. To recover a single e-mail message using Time Machine, open Mail and choose Enter Time Machine from the Time Machine menu. Go back to the backup date where the message was last found, select the message, and then click restore. Will Time Machine restore the
message to a new mailbox called Messages.Do Recovered from using Time Machine to back up and restore data on your Mac? If you are using or prefer another disaster recovery tool, please let us know in the discussion topic below. Time Machine is no longer available, as in earlier versions of MacOS. For example, I can't have TM show my mail messages
and mail folders, so I can search for them to restore mail backups. Is there a hack or fix for this? Time Machine is no longer available, as in earlier versions of MacOS. For example, I can't have TM show my mail messages and mail folders, so I can search for them to restore mail backups. Is there a hack or fix for this? Good morning, did this fix the TM
problem ... If so, I like to have the same problem with mail and contacts, how do I mind sharing. I'm sorry I can't help you, Apple couldn't help me. February 17, 2008 3,891 1,383 Fort Worth, Texas Time Machine is now available as with previous versions of macos. For example, I can't have TM show my mail messages and mail folders, so I can search for
them to restore mail backups. Is there a hack or fix for this? Before you can enter Time Machine, you'll need to open the Mail app. Is that how you do it, or are you trying to find folders from individual Time Machine backups? Before you can enter Time Machine, you'll need to open the Mail app. Is that how you do it, or are you trying to find folders from
individual Time Machine backups? Thanks. I tried, first I opened the mail, then TM. Ive tried to open the finder then TM, this way the mail Graysons as soon as I turned on the TM. Good morning, did this fix the TM problem ... If so, I like to have the same problem with mail and contacts, how do I mind sharing. I'm sorry I can't help you, Apple couldn't help me.
It's not fixed. Time Machine cannot be used with Catalina. - - Post merge: July 6, 2020 - - You need to open the Mail app before entering Time Machine. Is that how you do it, or are you trying to find folders from individual Time Machine backups? E-mail as I've always done in the past I'll open it first. Now when I do this I get blank cards with no detail and the
ability to scroll backwards. It's so frustrating. When I read this I checked a MacBook Pro tested catalina so I thought it probably wouldn't be right and sure enough, no Mail backup. Now what, I'm mine Use a machine that works in Mojave? - - Post merged: Jul 6, 2020 - I took a look at mail backup on my host running Mojave and it's exactly the same as
catalina backup. I have an archived bazillion emails in my Computer folders in the mail and this is all backed up. Is there any chance that the TM backup will work this way? After I set up a new computer/device from scratch, put my credentials into the mail, it goes and gets all the Mail available on my other devices without any kind of backup restore. I opened
the Time Machine backup and had a look at the .mbox files that are required to restore /Users/macbookpro/Library/Mail/V7/(folder name numbers and letters) and Mail. This is on a machine that runs Catalina. Unfortunately, TM Catalina is not working properly. Either Apple doesn't know about it, it's unlikely, or Apple just doesn't care as they don't, my info has
accepted the problem, and we're looking into it or it's going to be fixed with the next operating system update issued. :-( In fact, Time Machine supports your mail as it should. The post just above yours gives you the way to where your emails are stored. You don't expect Time Machine to back up/restore a file that's open in Word, do you? You expect the
document to back itself up. That's exactly what Time Machine does with your email backups. There is nothing broken to fix Apple in this particular case. Sorry Daverich4, but I have no idea or concept of how TM works, or worked in the past. If I look in my email inbox on my desktop and bring up the TM, if I view it live, it will show the current inbox exactly as it
looks. Thus, you can back up the clock hour or week by week, regardless. If you're looking for a specific email I deleted, I can scroll back in time over TM until I find the deleted email. It shows what my inbox looks like at any time. You can click a specific email, press the restore key, and restore it to my inbox. This is just one example of how TM works. I've
used TM for years and until Catalina, it now works the way it used to. TM wouldn't do that with Catalina. Therefore, they say Catalina does not work as it has in the past. I'm not the only one in Catalina who thinks tm is broken. I provide a YouTube video link that shows how Time Machine actually looks and works. Last edit: Jul 11, 2020 Reactions: CJ
Dorschel Yes, this video explains how the Time Machine works. Backs up files and folders. It do not back up documents opened in documents. If screen capture worked with the Time Machine on, I could put the blank Mail screen under The Mojave under Catalina. - - Post merged: Jul 11, 2020 - - Sorry Daverich4, but I have no idea or concept of how tm
works, or worked in the past. Email on my desktop If I look in my box and bring a TM, it will show the current inbox exactly as it appears. Shows. He watched it live. Thus, you can back up the clock hour or week by week, regardless. If you're looking for a specific email I deleted, I can scroll back in time over TM until I find the deleted email. It shows what my
inbox looks like at any time. You can click a specific email, press the restore key, and restore it to my inbox. This is just one example of how TM works. I've used TM for years and until Catalina, it now works the way it used to. TM wouldn't do that with Catalina. Therefore, they say Catalina does not work as it has in the past. I'm not the only one in Catalina
who thinks tm is broken. I provide a YouTube video link that shows how Time Machine actually looks and works. How to manually restore your mail folder from Time Machine | MacIssues Recently edited: Jul 11, 2020 I just tried using Time Machine to look at my email. When I remove the Mail app and enter Time Machine, all I see are empty windows that
don't have the ability to select a specific e-mail message for choosing a backward time or restore. All controls except the cancel button are dimmed. I haven't tried this on Mojave as I don't have a machine that works in Mojave anymore. I tried to use Time Machine to look at my e-mails. When I remove the Mail app and enter Time Machine, all I see are empty
windows that don't have the ability to select a specific e-mail message for choosing a backward time or restore. All controls except the cancel button are dimmed. I haven't tried this on Mojave as I don't have a machine that works in Mojave anymore. View Oct 932946 I get exactly the same screen as Mojave and Catalina. I did some research and did the job
the way the op explains a long time ago but not for a while. I have something to do with switching mail to IMAP POP but as long as they back themselves up in mail folders (it is), I get the impression that I don't care enough to follow up on it further. Here's an article from 2018 that shows time machine ui for email that actually displays backed-up email
messages. From the date of the article I think the person may be using High Sierra. Thank you all - many thanks for the introduction to Time Machine. I just want to close this topic as soon as possible right now. My original post just meant that TM no longer works as it has in the past and I just tell me or I wonder if something important is missing. I understand
that mail backups occur regularly, but getting a specific but deleted email (or any document) is now a chore that is used as an easy peasy process. Time Machine, for me, has lost its usefulness. Reactions: CJ Dorschel and Daverich4 Daverich4
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